


Okiedokes, here we go. So, my name is Ari and I am the sole member of the "Latin Hip Hop 
AllStars" (I am neither Latino or a Hip Hop AllStar). This is my demo release entitled; "Nazul 
Fazul" (I don't know what those words mean, I just like the way they sound). It's comprised 
of 10 tracks which i composed mostly throughout 2008 and early 2009.

The 10 tracks on Nazul Fazul by the Latin Hip Hop AllStars are as follows:

1. New Blue song for You
2. i Don't Feel i Know, you (thanks to pram and berka for their voices)
3. Tentacled Pentacle
4. Quadrupluppet BBBucket
5. Smoke Imix, Imix Smoke
6. Egbinong Nud Umbzing
7. Analogue Decalogue
8. iHateTheBus
9. Nazul
10. Flange Range
(all my music falls under the copyright/license which can be read here: 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/)

There is a lot of inspiration and effort behind these tracks (this applies to whatever you will 
hear from me in the future as well) but they are not all "easy listening" or "ear candy". I 
enjoy music which utilizes the concept of "tension and release" and this is reflected in my 
work. Some tracks which begin with swellings of dissonance will unexpectedly morph into 
bursts of harmony and musicality and vice-versa. The point is, that you may find some 
tracks to require repeated listening, but most of them have their peaks, their rises and 
falls. Small waves and big waves. Other tracks may reflect another musical concept which I 
enjoy, "improvisation through repetition", I know that this doesn't translate to composed 
electronic music so well (in this case it's more "creative shifts through repetition"), but you 
may notice this theme playing out as well. I hope whoever is reading this does enjoy this 
music or at-least find it intriguing on some level.

These songs were mostly arranged/sequenced in Apple Logic. I never have and never will 
use pre-made beats, loops or excerpts from other peoples' compositions and the samples I 
utilize are mainly derived from four sources:

1. Sounds I have made [and occasionally altered] with instruments (such as my bass guitar).

2. Sounds I have made [and occasionally altered] with software applications (like HighC).

3. Sounds I have randomly come across [and occasionally altered] and had the chance to 
record with any number of audio devices I own.

4. Stock samples [which I frequently alter].

Alrightos. I hope you enjoyed this hefty disclaimer and more importantly, the music!

~a.k.


